
From: Chris Hooley
To: bdofsupervisors
Subject: Drone surveillance
Date: Monday, August 9, 2021 7:24:23 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi I live in Alta Sierra and I’m expressing my disapproval of the drone surveillance bill. Not only is it a huge
violation of privacy. Which whom ever came up with this should be ashamed at this attack on freedom. But the main
concern is people are going to shoot at these drones if they see them. They’ll probably start shooting at any drone
they see actually. People don’t care that it’s illegal. And then we have a much bigger problem. Random bullets
flying through the air. Come on wake up, bad idea. And on top of this it’s just opening the door to more and more
surveillance. Do you want to see a drone hovering outside your house one day wondering whose behind the
controls? Reject this bill. Think!

 Concerned citizen

Sent from my iPhone
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There are assorted cases of drone caused fires after
a crash across the nation.  Personally I'm much
more concerned about fire than I am a neighbor
with a few pot plants.  Drones disrupt nature in an
assortment of ways. They occasionally drive
sensitive birds away from roosts or are attacked by
predator birds which can causes shrapnel. 
Navigation mishaps can also cause projected
shrapnel leading to litter or fire hazards. Drones
are not only known for being an invasion of privacy
but also for their trademark unpleasant
buzzing.   Do we really want that unsettling buzz to
be the backdrop of our peaceful community, always
worried about someone watching you from above? 
 We claim this is for cannabis but what assurances
do we have that our private lives in our back yard
won't be viewed unnecessarily by drone operators?

Thank you for your time,
Menkin Nelson
District 1

Nobody made a greater mistake than he who did nothing because he 
could only do a little ~ Edmund Burke
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From: David Jerome
To: bdofsupervisors
Subject: Please vote NO on SR 21-0635
Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 10:41:42 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to you today to ask that you please vote “NO” on SR 21-0635.  Personal privacy and property rights are
at risk of being violated if SR 21-0635 passes.  We need strong leadership during these difficult and challenging
times, not another far-reaching, potentially expensive and expansive enforcement tool in the hands of CDA.  Again,
I strongly urge you to vote “NO” on SR 21-0635.  Please help to protect our rights and our privacy.

Sincerely,

David and Elaine Jerome
local business owners and longtime Nevada County residents.
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From: Julianne Yates
To: bdofsupervisors
Subject: Vote no on the UAS pilot program vote “NO” on SR 21-0635
Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 10:11:14 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

August 10, 2021

Nevada County Board of Supervisors
950 Maidu Ave
Nevada City, CA 95959

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to you today to ask that you please.

This recommendation by the Nevada County CDA has the ability to be far-reaching and is being proposed under the
pretense that it will only be used specifically for unpermitted commercial cannabis enforcement. It also allows for
county personnel to determine – without oversight – when to use this system on a case-by-case basis. Even in best-
case scenarios, county personnel are prone to having – and to acting upon – biases. With these types of enforcement
systems in place, our personal and property rights are at risk of being violated.

As members of the Board, you are perfectly aware that there are currently several issues in the County that are
dividing us as a community. Now more than ever, we need outstanding leadership, not another far-reaching
enforcement tool in the hands of CDA.

Again, I strongly suggest that you vote “NO” on SR 21-0635.

Thank you,

Julianne

Cannot identify Dist



From: Colby Cutler
To: bdofsupervisors
Subject: Drones
Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 10:11:06 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to you today to ask that you please vote “NO” on SR 21-0635.

As a homeowner and helicopter pilot for pge and fire fighter this poses threat to my privacy and safety
—

Dist 5



From: Sam W
To: bdofsupervisors
Subject: No o sr21-0635
Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 9:49:29 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

August 2021

Nevada County Board of Supervisors
950 Maidu Ave
Nevada City, CA 95959

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I’m writing to you today to ask that you please vote “NO” on SR 21-0635.

This recommendation by the Nevada County CDA has the ability to be far-reaching and is
being proposed under the pretense that it will only be used specifically for unpermitted
commercial cannabis enforcement. It also allows for county personnel to determine – without
oversight – when to use this system on a case-by-case basis. Even in best-case scenarios,
county personnel are prone to having – and to acting upon – biases. With these types of
enforcement systems in place, our personal and property rights are at risk of being violated.

As members of the Board, you are perfectly aware that there are currently several issues in the
County that are dividing us as a community. Now more than ever, we need outstanding
leadership, not another far-reaching enforcement tool in the hands of CDA.

Again, I strongly suggest that you vote “NO” on SR 21-0635.

Thank you,

—Sam Whitehill 
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unfamiliar with drone capabilities.

For just one example, “Operation of the UAS only from public rights-of-way and publicly
travelled private roads, not flying over private property unless prior approval is obtained…”
Notice they say “from public rights-of-way.” Maybe this sounds good, but this is like saying,
“Don’t worry, nobody will tap your phone on your property, we will instead tap it from the
cell tower or telephone pole.” This is clearly an attempt to give the impression that only public
rights-of-way will be monitored. But drones are very capable of surveilling private property
“from public rights-of-way.”

For another example, we are told, “A reasonable expectation of privacy will remain.” What is
“reasonable” is not further expounded on and is left completely to interpretation.

We are then told, “This pilot program technology will only be used for unpermitted
commercial cannabis enforcement.” But we are told nothing of what happens after the
program is no longer considered to be in its “pilot” stage.

It is absolutely unreasonable to expect no “mission creep” will occur. They are even using
language like “pilot program” in the “guardrails” that specifically encourage mission creep.

I’m against unpermitted grow operations. But I also know that unpermitted cannabis is simply
a pretext to implement and normalize this type of surveillance. The drones will already be in
the air and paid for, why not use them to enforce pettier and pettier violations in between
surveillance of spouses, significant others, and love interests of Nevada County employees?

The people of Nevada County shouldn’t suffer just because military contractors see the wars
abroad winding down and want to turn our surveillance weapons inward in order to keep
taxpayer money flowing into their companies.

Do not fall for this trap that will abuse your residents. It is morally reprehensible to sign the
abuse of Nevada County residents into law. And it is even more reprehensible to expect them
to fund their own abuse with tax dollars.

It may be tempting to excuse this program as it is aimed at scoundrels. I’ll leave you with HL
Mencken’s observation that, "The trouble with fighting for human freedom is that one spends
most of one's time defending scoundrels. For it is against scoundrels that oppressive laws are
first aimed, and oppression must be stopped at the beginning if it is to be stopped at all."

Thank you for your time. Feel free to reach out to me with any other questions about ISR and
the potential for abuse. I will answer them as best as I can without violating my oath to protect
classified information.

Respectfully,
Robert Haglund
United States Air Force Veteran, Military Intelligence Professional, Veteran of Afghanistan



From: Marie Maniscalco
To: bdofsupervisors
Subject: SR 21-0635 No drones over our homes
Date: Monday, August 9, 2021 9:09:20 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of County of Nevada email system. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Board of Supervisors,

Please vote No on SR 21-0635. Flying drones over our homes increases anxiety and greatly
decreases the trust our community has in you and our enforcement agencies. I understand the
desire for more tools to bust illegal grows, but this a totally inappropriate invasion of privacy. 

Please keep drones out of skies. 

Gratefully,
Marie Maniscalco
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